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The paper describes recent deûelopments in modeling formation of plasma spray
coatings. Specific attention is paid to the three-dimensional simulation of droplet
impact and solidification under plasma spraying conditions. It is shown that the
extent of maximum spread is primarily determined by the Reynolds number and,
to a lesser degree, by the Weber number. Splashing and break-up is shown to be
the result of solidification; fluid instabilities do not play a significant role in this
regard. Finally, the effect of solidification on droplet spreading is insignificant when
the ratio of Stefan number to Prandtl number is much smaller than unity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Plasma spray coating is a process by which the high temperature of a
plasma is employed to melt powders of metallic or non-metallic materials
and spray them onto a substrate, forming a dense deposit. The process is
commonly used to apply protective coatings on components to shield them
from wear, corrosion, and high temperatures. Both direct current plasma
(dc), and—to a lesser degree—radio frequency inductively coupled plasma
(rf-ICP) are employed as the heat source for melting and accelerating the
powders. The process may be at atmospheric pressure or under vacuum.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the atmospheric dc plasma spray
coating process.

Plasma coatings are built up by agglomeration of splats formed by the
impact, spread, and solidification of individual particles. Figure 2 shows a
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typical cross-section of dc plasma sprayed nickel coating. The state of par-
ticles at the point of impact is dependent on their trajectory and residence
time within the plasma. Thus, the particles may be fully or partially melted
and few particles may be in solid form. Coating properties such as porosity,
adhesion strength, and surface roughness depend on the shape of these
splats and how they bond together and to the substrate. The splat shape is
dependent on material properties of the powder; impact conditions, e.g.,
impact velocity and temperature; and substrate conditions, e.g., substrate
topology and temperature.

Understanding the dependence of the microstructure of spray coatings
on operating conditions of the plasma spray system is of great practical
interest. To obtain good quality coatings the spray parameters must be
selected carefully, and due to the large variety in process parameters, much
trial and error goes into optimizing the process for each specific coating and
substrate combinations. A great deal of research is currently devoted to
exactly understand how varying spray parameters changes coating proper-
ties. Mathematical modeling of the process can play a significant role in
reducing the extent of such trial and error procedures.

A complete mathematical model of dc plasma spraying systems
involves three distinct regions (see Fig. 1):

(i) Plasma generation zone;
(ii) particle heating zone; and
(iii) deposition zone.

The particle-heating region has been the subject of considerable theor-
etical research over the last 20 years. In particular, the pioneering work of
Lee and Pfender(1) is of great importance. In contrast, modeling of plasma
generation zone and deposition zone has not advanced enough and con-
siderable research is still needed. In this paper we describe recent advances
in modeling the deposition zone.

2. DROPLET IMPACT AND SOLIDIFICATION

Formation of coatings is a stochastic process in which particles with
certain size, velocity, and temperature distributions impact on a substrate.
Currently, efforts are underway to predict microstructure of coatings by
employing the Monte Carlo simulation technique. The model assumes a
normal distribution for all the relevant variables as well as specification of
the spray gun movement.(2) One of the most important features in stochastic
modeling of the coating formation is the shape of individual splats as a
function of particle impact conditions and the substrate temperature and
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topology. We expect a model of splat formation can answer the following
questions:

1. What is the relationship between the final splat shape and impact
parameters, powder and substrate properties, and substrate
roughness?

2. What causes splashing and break-up?
3. How do splats interact?

Prediction of splat shapes involves numerical simulation of fluid flow
and heat transfer of an impacting droplet. In general, this is a three-dimen-
sional, time-dependent problem. One challenge—specific to this problem—
is the prediction of rapid and large deformation of the impacting droplet
surface. In what follows, we describe the current state of modeling droplet
impact and solidification.

2.1. Axi-Symmetric Input

Before we describe the details of the 3-D mathematical model, let us
describe the most important variables that control the impact phenomenon.
Consider the isothermal normal impact of a spherical droplet on a smooth,
flat surface, as shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore, assume the gas phase does
not influence the impact. The parameters that influence such impact include:
initial droplet diameter D0, impact velocity V0, liquid density ρ, liquid
viscosity µ, liquid–gas surface tension γ , and liquid–solid contact angle θ.
Nondimensionalization of the problem reduces the number of variables to
three. These are the contact angle, the Reynolds and the Weber numbers,
defined below:

ReG
ρV0D0

µ
; WeG

ρV 2
0D0

γ
(1)

Re is a measure of the droplet inertia to viscous force and We is a measure
of inertia to the surface tension force. There has been many successful

Fig. 3. Schematic of droplet just before impact.
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attempts to derive analytical expressions for the extent of maximum spread,
ξ maxGDmax�D0, as a function of process variables.(3–5) For example, Pasan-
dideh-Fard et al.(5) showed that the maximum spread can be expressed as

ξ maxG
Dmax

D0
G1 WeC12

3(1Acos θa)C4(We�1Re)
(2)

For thermal spray conditions, the first term in the denominator is negligible
compared to the second term; furthermore, typically, WeZ12 resulting in
the following simple relation for the maximum spread

ξ maxG0.5 Re 0.25 (3)

Typical values for maximum spread factor in plasma spray process are in
the range of 3 to 6. Analytical relations were also obtained that considered
the effect of solidification on the maximum spread(6)

ξ maxG1 WeC12

3(1Acos θ)C4(We�1Re)CWe1(3Ste)�(4Pe)
(4)

where SteGC (TmATw,i)�Hf is the Stefan number, C is droplet heat
capacity, Tm is droplet melting temperature and Tw,i is the initial substrate
temperature; PrGν�α is the droplet Prandtl number, ν and α are droplet
kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity, respectively. The effect of solidi-
fication is to reduce the degree of maximum spread. The degree of reduction
is dependent upon the ratio of Stefan and Prandtl numbers.

The above relations are quite useful in partially providing the answer
to the first question; i.e., what is the relation between maximum spread and
impact variables. Because of many simplifications in their derivation, their
usefulness is, however, limited.

To better understand the dynamics of impact, spread, and solidifi-
cation, a number of two-dimensional, axi-symmetric models were developed
over the last ten years. Zhao et al.(7,8) studied, both experimentally and
numerically, heat transfer and fluid flow of an impacting droplet. Solidifi-
cation was not considered in this work. Bennet and Poulikakos(9) and Kang
et al.(10) studied droplet deposition assuming solidification to start after
spreading is completed. As discussed above, the validity of this assumption
depends on both Prandtl and Stefan numbers. Liu et al.,(11) Bertagnolli et
al.,(12) and Trapaga et al.(13) used finite difference techniques to study solidi-
fication and spreading of the impacting drops. The substrate was, however,
assumed to be isothermal. Furthermore, the important effect of thermal
contact resistance between the drop and the substrate was not considered.
In these studies, the liquid–solid contact angle was considered to be con-
stant, with an arbitrarily assigned value. Pasandideh-Fard et al.,(5) however,
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showed that the value of contact angle can have a significant effect on the
results.

Pasandideh-Fard and Mostaghimi(14) studied the effect of thermal con-
tact resistance between the droplet and the substrate. They showed that its
magnitude could have a dramatic effect on droplet spreading and solidifi-
cation. Solidification and heat transfer within the substrate was modeled
assuming one-dimensional heat conduction. The model was later completed
and a fully two-dimensional axi-symmetric model of droplet impact was
developed(6) and impact and solidification of relatively large tin droplets
( ∼ 2 mm diameter) on stainless steel substrates were studied both numeri-
cally and experimentally. The model correctly predicted the shape of the
deforming droplet. The values of thermal contact resistance were estimated
by matching the numerical predictions of substrate temperature with those
measured experimentally. While thermal contact resistance should, in prin-
ciple, vary at different contact points, it was shown that accurate simu-
lations of the impact could be done using a constant value. The results also
showed the sensitivity of the predicted maximum spread to the value of
thermal contact resistance.

A few experimental studies have investigated impact of molten drop-
lets. Madejski(3,4) developed a simple model to predict the maximum splat
diameter of a droplet after impact, and compared his predictions with the
size of alumina droplets deposited on a cold surface. Inada(15) measured the
temperature variation of a plate on which a molten lead droplet was
dropped, and noted that the droplet cooling rate was a function of impact
velocity. Watanabe et al.(16) photographed impact of n-cetane and n-eicos-
ane droplets on a cold surface and concluded that in their tests droplets
spread completely before solidifying. Fukanuma and Ohmori(17) photo-
graphed the impact of tin and zinc droplets and also found that freezing
had no influence on droplet spread. Inada and Yang(18) used holographic
interferometry to observe droplet-substrate contact during impact of lead
droplets on a quartz plate. Liu et al.(19) measured the temperature variation
on the upper surface of an impacting metal droplet by a pyrometer, and
used these results to estimate the thermal resistance under the drop. How-
ever, the response time of the pyrometer (25 ms) was longer than the time
taken by the droplet to spread, so that their results are applicable to the
period after the droplet had come to rest rather than the duration of the
impact itself. Pasandideh-Fard et al.(6) photographed the impact of tin drop-
lets on stainless steel substrate and measured the changes in substrate tem-
perature during the impact. They showed that the value of the maximum
spread is sensitive to the magnitude of thermal contact resistance, which in
their case was estimated from the measurements.
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2.2. Splashing and Break-up

Two-dimensional models have been very useful in showing the dynam-
ics of impact and solidification under limited conditions. In reality, the
majority of impacts occur under conditions that are not axi-symmetric.
Even under axi-symmetric impact conditions, the contact line may become
unstable; fingers develop and grow and may eventually break away from
the bulk of the splat.

The first experimental study of droplet fingering and splashing—in
the absence of solidification—was that of Worthington(20,21) which was
published over a century ago. Worthington observed that the number of
fingers increased with droplet size and impact speed; observed merging of
the fingers at or soon after the maximum spread; and found fingering to be
more pronounced for fluids that did not wet the substrate. Many researchers
have since contributed to the understanding of the fingering and splashing
in the absence of solidification. A review of their findings may be found in
the recent works of Bussmann et al.(22,23)

Bussmann et al.(22–24) developed a three-dimensional model for the iso-
thermal impact of a droplet on a solid surface. The model was based on the
extension of the two-dimensional RIPPLE(25) algorithm to three dimensions.
The model employs a fixed-grid Eulerian approach along with a volume
tracking algorithm to track fluid deformation and droplet free surface. The
choice of fixed-grid technique is attractive for several reasons: it is relatively
simple to implement; volume tracking method is capable to model gross
fluid deformation, including breakup; and the relatively small demand on
computational resources.

Pasandideh-Fard et al.(26,27) extended the three-dimensional model of
Bussmann et al. and included heat transfer and solidification. This model is
described in the next section.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

3.1. Fluid Flow and Free Surface Reconstruction

We begin a discussion of our model by introducing a few simplifying
assumptions. We assume that for the impact of a droplet against a solid
surface, that the surrounding gas about the droplet is dynamically inactive,
which implies that the impact may be modeled by following the flow field
only in the liquid phase. The droplet is assumed to be spherical at impact.
The liquid is modeled as incompressible. Fluid flow is assumed to be New-
tonian and laminar. And, finally, as a consequence of these assumptions,
we assume that the only stress at the liquid free surface is a normal stress,
and that any tangential stress is negligible.
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Equations of conservation of mass and momentum govern the fluid
dynamics:

∇ · VG0 (5)

∂V

∂t
C(V · ∇ )VG

−1

ρ
∇ pCν∇ 2VC

1

ρ
Fb (6)

where V represents the velocity vector, p the pressure, ρ the density, ν the
kinematic viscosity, and Fb any body forces acting on the fluid.

Boundary conditions for fluid along solid surfaces are the no-slip and
no-penetration conditions. At the liquid free surface, Laplace’s equation
specifies the surface tension-induced jump in the normal stress ps across the
interface

psGγ κ (7)

where γ represents the liquid–air surface tension and κ the total curvature
of the interface.

Finally, a boundary condition is required at the contact line, the line
at which the solid, liquid and gas phases meet. It is this boundary condition
which introduces into the model information regarding the wettability of
the solid surface. Although it is conceivable that one could formulate this
boundary condition incorporating values of the solid surface tensions, such
values are often inaccessible. Rather, we specify the contact angle, θ, the
value of which can be a constant or dependent on the contact line speed.

The basis for our model is RIPPLE,(25) a 2-D fixed-grid Eulerian code
written specifically for free surface flows with surface tension. In addition
to three-dimensionalization of the code, significant improvements are incor-
porated into the model, including new algorithms for evaluating surface
tension and for interface tracking. We focus on these improvements in what
follows. Note that we present some details in a 2-D context to avoid
unnecessary complexity.

Equations (1) and (2) are discretized according to typical finite volume
conventions on a rectilinear grid encompassing both the volume occupied
by the droplet prior to impact as well as sufficient volume to accommodate
the subsequent deformation. Velocities and pressures are specified as on a
traditional staggered grid(28): velocities at the center of cell faces, pressure
at the cell center (see Fig. 4). Equations (5) and (6) are solved using a two-
step projection method, in which a time discretization of the momentum
equation is broken up into two steps.(22)

In addition to solving the flow equations within the liquid, the numeri-
cal model must also track the location of the liquid free surface. Various
approaches exist to tracking a sharp discontinuity through a flow field: the
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Fig. 4. A 2-D control volume, with velocities specified at cell faces, pressure at the cell center.

approach chosen here is the first-order accurate 3-D volume tracking
method of Youngs(29) in place of the Hirt–Nichols algorithm(30) implemented
in RIPPLE. Although the Hirt–Nichols algorithm can be three-dimensional-
ized, Youngs’ algorithm is a more sophisticated and more accurate
approach. A recent comparison of various 2-D algorithms,(31) including
Hirt–Nichols and Youngs’ equivalent 2-D method,(32) demonstrated a sig-
nificant difference in the accuracy of the two approaches.

Consider a function f defined in a continuous domain as

fG�10
within the liquid phase

without
(8)

For a cell (i, j, k) of volume νi, j,k a ‘‘volume fraction’’ fi, j,k is defined as

fi, j,kG
1

νi, j,k
�

νi, j,k

f dν, (9)

and a corresponding cell density ρi, j,k , which appears in the discretization
of Eq. (6), is evaluated as

ρi, j,kGρf fi, j,k (10)

where ρf represents the (constant) value of the liquid density. Obviously,
fi, j,kG1 for a cell filled with liquid and fi, j,kG0 for an empty cell. When
0Ffi, j,kF1, the cell is deemed to contain a portion of the free surface and
is termed an ‘‘interface cell.’’ Note that unlike f, the integrated quantity
fi, j,kG0 no longer contains information regarding the exact location of the
interface. This is, in fact, the primary drawback of volume tracking as an
interface tracking method, and becomes problematic when dealing with
surface tension and contact angles. On the other hand, volume tracking is
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relatively simple to implement even in three dimensions, retains this sim-
plicity regardless of the complexity of the interface geometry, conserves
mass (or volume, since the fluid is incompressible) exactly, and demands
only a modest computational resource beyond that required by the flow
solver.

Since the function f is passively advected with the flow, f satisfies the
advection equation

∂f

∂t
C(V · ∇ ) fG0 (11)

Given the volumetric nature of fi, j,k and in order to maintain a sharp
interface, the discretization of Eq. (11) requires special treatment. As with
most other volume tracking algorithms, Youngs’ algorithm consists of two
steps: an approximate reconstruction of the interface followed by a geo-
metric evaluation of volume fluxes across cell faces.

The interface is reconstructed by locating a plane within each interface
cell, corresponding exactly to the volume fraction fi, j,k and to an estimate of
the orientation of the interface, specfied as a unit normal n̂i, j,k directed into
the liquid phase. In two dimensions such an interface is simply a line cross-
ing a cell; in three dimensions the line becomes a three- to six-sided polygon,
depending on how the plane slices the cell. To illustrate in two dimensions,
Fig. 5b portrays the volume fractions corresponding to the exact (albeit
unknown) interface of Fig. 5a. Note that nothing guarantees that interface
planes be contiguous. The position of the interface within each cell and the
new velocities at the cell faces are then used to determine volume fluxes
across each face during the timestep. Figure 5c illustrates such a flux across
one face of a cell. Volume fluxes are evaluated one direction at a time,

Fig. 5. The volume tracking method in two dimensions. (a) The exact liquid interface. (b) The
corresponding volume fractions and planar interfaces. (c) With velocity u positive, the shaded
region to the right of the dotted line is advected into the neighboring cell during the time
step δt.
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always followed by an interim interface reconstruction. Alternating the
order of advection from one timestep to the next minimizes directional bias.

The original RIPPLE code was primarily a vehicle for introducing the
‘‘Continuum Surface Force,’’ or CSF, model(33) as a novel approach to eval-
uating surface tension. The CSF model reformulates surface tension into an
equivalent volume force FST :

FST(x)Gγ�
S

κ (r)n(r)δ(xAr) dr (12)

where δ is the Dirac delta function and the integration is performed over
some area of free surface S. Surface tension is then incorporated into the
flow equations simply as a component of the body force Fb in Eq. (6).
Discretization of Eq. (12) requires an approximation to δ which spreads the
surface tension force over fluid in the vicinity of the surface. Unfortunately,
the original discretization of Eq. (12) resulted in a surface tension force
distribution, which induced spurious fluid motion near free surfaces.(33)

Other discretizations of Eq. (12) have been proposed more recently(34,35) and
were tested in both two and three dimensions. The accuracy of our simu-
lations improved dramatically when we incorporated these improvements.

What remains is to evaluate n̂i, j,k , required by the volume-tracking algo-
rithm to reconstruct the interface, and essential to the accurate evaluation
of FSTi, j,k , especially since κ is evaluated as

κG−∇ · n̂ (13)

In a continuous domain,

n̂G
∇ f

�∇ f �
(14)

But given the volumetric nature of fi, j,k , a simple algebraic discretization of
Eq. (14) leads to poor estimates of n̂i, j,k . In two dimensions, complex geo-
metric algorithms have been devised to evaluate n̂ and κ .(36,37) There are no
obvious extensions of these algorithms to three dimensions.

Instead, the approach implemented in our model comes from a sugges-
tion contained within the original CSF formulation.(33) Analogous to
spreading the surface tension force to fluid in the vicinity of the free surface,
better estimates of n̂i, j,k are obtained by evaluating the gradient of a
smoothed fi, j,k , equivalent to employing a spatially-weighted gradient oper-
ator to evaluate ∇ f . In practice, we employ the same δ2h for smoothing
fi, j,k as for smoothing FSTi, j,k . n̂i, j,k is first evaluated at cell vertices, to accom-
modate the evaluation of the cell-centered κ i, j,k ; cell-centered n̂i, j,k are then
evaluated as an average of eight vertex values.
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The particular δ2h chosen for the model is a radially symmetric vari-
ation of a widely-used kernel proposed by Peskin(38)

δ2h (x)G��1Ccos�π�x�
2h ���c �x�⁄2h

0, �x�H2h

(15)

where c normalizes the kernel

cG32
3 h3(π2A6)�π (16)

The reason we modify Peskin’s kernel is found in work by Aleinov and
Puckett,(34) which demonstrates that radial symmetry appears to be an
attractive attribute of δ2h .

Finally, much has been written of the apparent contradiction of a con-
tact line moving along a no-slip solid surface. Analytical solutions of the
Navier–Stokes equations yield a force singularity at a contact line unless a
slip condition is imposed near the line.(39) Numerical models, which
explicitly track the free surface, also require that a slip boundary condition
be imposed on any contact line velocities.(40) This turns out not to be an
issue for this model, precisely because it does not explicitly track the free
surface, nor does it solve for contact line velocities. Instead, since velocities
are specified at cell faces, the nearest velocity to the contact line is specified
one half-cell height above the solid surface. Again, Fig. 5 provides an illus-
tration. It is then non-zero velocity which is then used to move fluid near
the contact line at each timestep.

3.2. Heat Transfer and Solidification

We assume that solidification occurs at melting temperature and neg-
lect viscous dissipation. Densities of liquid and solid are assumed constant
and equal to each other. The energy equation can be written as

∂h

∂t
C(V · ∇ )hG

1

ρ
∇ · (k∇ T ) (17)

The above equation has two dependent variables: temperature T and
enthalpy h. We employed the method of Cao et al.(41) to transform the
energy equation in terms of enthalpy alone. The main advantage of this
method is that it solves the energy equation for both phases simultaneously.
The transformed energy equation is as follows(6):

∂h

∂t
C(V · ∇ )hG

1

ρ
∇ 2(βh)C

1

ρ
∇ 2φ (18)
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where in the solid phase

h⁄0; βG
ks

Cs

, φG0 (19a)

at the liquid–solid interface

0FhFHf ; βG0, φG0 (19b)

and in the liquid phase

h¤Hf ; βG
kl

Cl

, φGA
Hf kl

Cl

(19c)

where φ is a new source term, and Hf is the latent heat of fusion. Subscripts
l and s refer to liquid and solid properties, respectively. The energy equation
has now only one dependent variable, the enthalpy, h. The relationship
between temperature and enthalpy is given by

TGTmC
1

k
(βhCφ) (20)

where Tm is the melting point of the droplet. Heat transfer within the sub-
strate is by conduction only. The governing equation is

ρwCw

∂Tw

∂t
G∇ · (kw ∇ Tw) (21)

where subscript w indicates the substrate. At the free surface, we used an
adiabatic boundary condition. Note that, initially, the dominant heat loss
from the droplet is due to heat conduction to the substrate and, later on,
conduction and convection to the solidified layer. Estimates of heat loss by
convection from the droplet surface to the surrounding gas showed that it
is three orders of magnitude lower than heat conduction to the substrate.
Therefore, the adiabatic condition at the free surface is reasonable. This
condition can, however, be easily modified to a convective, radiative, or
mixed boundary condition.

3.3. Thermal Contact Resistance

The incomplete contact between the drop and the substrate results in a
temperature discontinuity across the contact surface. The effect can be in-
corporated in the model via definition of the thermal contact resistance, Rc :

RcG
(TATw)substrate

q
(22)
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where q is the heat flux from the droplet to substrate. Values of Rc are provided
as an input to the model. Although in principle Rc could vary with time and�
or position on the interface, we assumed it to be a constant. In our experience,
Rc typically varies between 10−6 to 10−7 m2 K�W.

3.4. Effect of Solidification on Fluid Flow

Computation of velocity field has to account for the presence of a mov-
ing, irregularly shaped solidification front on which the relevant boundary
conditions are applied. We treat the solidified regions by a modified version
of the fixed velocity method. In this approach, a liquid volume fraction Θ
is defined such that ΘG1 for a cell completely filled with liquid; ΘG0 for
a cell filled with solid; and 0FΘF1 for a cell containing a portion of the
solidification front. Normal and tangential velocities on the faces of cells
containing only solidified material are set to zero. The modified continuity
and momentum equations are then given by(42)

∇ · (ΘV )G0 (23)

∂(ΘV )

∂t
C(ΘV · ∇ )VG

−Θ
ρ

∇ pCΘν∇ 2VC
Θ
ρ

Fb (24)

∂f

∂t
C(ΘV · ∇ ) fG0 (25)

3.5. Numerical Procedure

The modified Navier–Stokes, volume of fluid, and energy equations
are solved on an Eulerian, rectangular, staggered mesh in a 3-D Cartesian
coordinate system. The computational procedure for advancing the solution
through one time step is as follows:

1. From time level n values, the velocity and pressure fields as well as
f are calculated at time level nC1 in accordance with the 3-D model
of Bussmann et al.(22)

2. Given droplet enthalpy and substrate temperature fields at time level
n, Eqs. (18) and (21) are solved implicitly to obtain the new enthalpy
field in the droplet and the new temperature field in the substrate.
Temperatures in the droplet can then be calculated from Eq. (20).

3. New values of the liquid volume fraction Θ are calculated from the
enthalpy field in the droplet by using Eq. (19a–c) in conjunction with
an algorithm described by Voller and Cross.(43) In this algorithm, as
phase change proceeds in a computational cell, the rate of change
in the cell enthalpy is the product of the speed of the phase change
front and the latent heat of fusion.
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4. Flow and thermal boundary conditions are imposed on the free sur-
face, at the solidification front, and other boundaries of the compu-
tational domain. In particular, the thermal contact resistance at the
droplet–substrate interface is applied by using Eq. (22) and the heat
flux to the substrate is calculated. This value of q is then used to
update temperature boundary conditions along the bottom surface
of the droplet and the uper plane of the substrate.

Repetition of these steps allowed advancing the solution through a given
time interval. For the impact of a droplet on an incline with a grid resolution
of 20 cells per radius, typical CPU time on a Sun Ultra Enterprise 450
workstation ranged between 70 to 120 hr.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 6 shows a variety of splats obtained with atmospheric plasma
spraying under different substrate and impact conditions. The droplets may
assume a circular shape, or may splash and breakup. Breakup of thermal
spray droplets on a smooth substrate occurs when substrate temperature is
below a certain value. The temperature at which the splat shape becomes
circular is referred to as ‘‘transition temperature.’’ (26) Pasandideh-Fard et
al.(26) investigated the type of instability that breaks up the splat and the
role of substrate temperature in this regard.

Figure 7 shows the simulation views of a 73 m�s normal impact of a
60 µm Nickel droplet on a stainless steel substrate at 290°C initial tempera-
ture (the figure corresponds to the half volume fraction isosurface). The
initial droplet temperature was 1600°C, i.e., 150°C superheat, and the con-
tact resistance was low at 10−7 m2 K�W. Considering Nickel properties
(Table I), This case corresponds to ReG7892, WeG1419, SteG1.67, and
PrG0.043; hence, 1Ste�PrG6.2, which indicates the effect of solidification
on droplet spreading is important.

Immediately following impact, liquid jets out from under the drop and
spreads in the radial direction. Solidification is, however, fast enough that
all parts of the droplet in contact with the substrate freeze 0.5 µs after
impact (see Fig. 8). When the bottom layer is solidified, the remaining liquid
jets out over the rim of the splat. We notice that shortly after the impact,
the contact line becomes unstable leading to the liquid breakup. The shape
of liquid ligaments detached from the bulk of the splat changes due to sur-
face tension effects. During this shape oscillation, most ligaments touch the
surface because they move close to the substrate. When this occurs, the
liquid is dragged on the substrate (no-slip condition) making a finger around
the bulk of the splat (Fig. 7 at 10 µs). Small parts of the detached liquid
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Fig. 7. Simulations showing the impact of a 60 µm diameter molten nickel particle at 1600°C
landing with a velocity of 73 m�s on a stainless steel plate initially at a temperature of 290°C.
The contact resistance at the substrate surface was assumed to be 10−7 m2 K�W. Adapted from
Ref. 26.

that fly away from the splat will eventually come back down due to the
effect of gravity. The final shape of the simulated splat resembles the appear-
ance of those observed in our experiments under similar conditions.

In the absence of solidification, Rayleigh–Taylor instability(23) plays the
dominant role in the breakup of an impacting droplet. To show that Ray-
leigh–Taylor instability is not responsible for the breakup described above,
and it is in fact solidification that causes splashing, we simulated the above
impact without heat transfer and solidification. Results showed no splash-
ing; even when we initially induced formation of fingers, they merged later
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Table I. Properties of Nickel, Alumina, and Stainless Steel. For Substrate Material (Stainless
Steel) the Only Properties Needed are Density, Thermal Conductivity, and Specific Heat

Material Nickel Alumina Stainless steel
Properties

Density [kg�m3] 7.9E3 3.0E3 6.97E3
Melting point [°C] 1453 2050 —
Heat of fusion [J�kg] 3.1E5 1.075E6 —

°C
Kinematic viscosity [m2�s] 1453 6.7E−7 1.026E−5 —

1477 6.4E−7
1527 6.0E−7
1577 5.7E−7
1627 5.4E−7
1727 5.0E−7

Liquid thermal conductivity 45 6 —
[W�(m K)]

Liquid specific heat [J�(kg K)] 444 1300 —
Surface tension [N�m] 1.78 0.69 —

°C °C
Solid thermal conductivity 527 67.6 6 127 16.6

[W�(m K)] 727 71.8 327 19.8
927 76.2 527 22.6

1227 82.6 727 25.4
927 28.0

1227 31.7

°C °C
Solid specific heat [J�(kg K)] 527 530 1273 127 515

727 562 327 557
927 594 527 582

1227 616 727 611
927 640

1227 682

Fig. 8. A cross-sectional view of the images in Fig. 5. Black shows the solidified portion of the
droplet and white represent liquid. Adapted from Ref. 26.
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Fig. 9. Nickel splat shapes on a steel plate initially at 400°C from (a) experiments (b) numerical
model assuming a contact resistance of 10−7 m2 K�W and (c) numerical model assuming a
contact resistance of 10−6 m2 K�W. Adapted from Ref. 26.

on and the final shape was circular. Extensive trials with the numerical
model confirmed that solidification is necessary to trigger splashing in a
nickel droplet of the size used in thermal spray coatings (<100 µm).

To model the effect of substrate temperature on final splat shape, we
increased the initial substrate temperature to 400°C. Figure 9a shows two
images of disk splats that we collected after spraying a stainless steel surface
initially at 400°C. Figure 9b shows the final shape of our simulated splat,
calculated assuming an initial surface temperature of 400°C and a thermal
contact resistance RcG10−7 m2 K�W. The droplet showed less splashing
than it did in the previous simulation of impact on a surface at 290°C (see
Fig. 7), but there are still a significant number of fingers around it. The
reason splashing diminishes on a hotter surface is that solidification is
delayed and therefore the fluid flow is not disturbed as much by a thinner
frozen layer. In other words, increasing the substrate temperature reduces
Stefan number, while Prandtl number remains unchanged. As was stated
before the ratio of Stefan number to Prandtl number reflects the importance
of solidification effect on spreading.
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Splashing could be eliminated completely in our simulations if the
droplet did not start solidifying until it had finished spreading. The onset
of solidification could be delayed if we increased the value of the thermal
contact resistance between the drop and the substrate, thereby reducing heat
transfer. Figure 9c shows the final splat shape on a surface at a temperature
of 400°C assuming a thermal contact resistance RcG10A6 m2 K�W, which
is an order of magnitude larger than that used previously. The splat was
disk shaped, with no splashing, looking much like those observed exper-
imentally (Fig. 9a). The increase in thermal contact resistance is expected,
since raising stainless steel substrate temperature thickens the surface oxide
layer, hence increasing thermal contact resistance. The measurement of
oxide layer thickness has confirmed this statement.(26) These results agree
well with the previous study of Fukomoto, Huang, and Ohwatari,(44) who
also observed a sharp transition from splashing to disk splats when spraying
nickel particles on stainless steel.

Solidification inside a spreading droplet can trigger splashing. How-
ever, other protrusions on the surface can also make a droplet splash, such
as scratches on the surface.(44) The presence of an already solid splat under
an impacting droplet can also create an instability that causes droplet
splashing. Figure 10 shows simulations of the sequential impact of
two nickel droplets, both 60 µm in diameter and with impact velocities of
48 m�s landing on a stainless steel surface at 194°C. The second droplet
landed 5 µs after the first, with its center offset by 140 µm from that of the
first droplet. Contact resistance was assumed to be 5B10−7 m2 K�W. The
first droplet landed, spread, and solidified without any significant splashing,
forming a disk splat. The second droplet, introduced after the first one was
completely solidified, landed near the edge of the first splat. The spreading
sheet of liquid hit the solidified splat and was in part directed sideways; the
remainder of the liquid sheet jetted upward over the previously deposited
splat and fragments with small droplets flying on top of the splats. We saw
evidence of this type of behavior in our experiments: Fig. 11 shows two
splats deposited next to each other on a surface at 400°C. The first splat is
disk like, but the second splashed after hitting the edge of the first. Streaks
of splashed material are visible on the surface of the first splat.

Droplet and substrate materials properties are obviously important in
determining the splat shapes. Recently, Pershin et al.(45) studied both exper-
imentally and numerically, the effect of substrate temperature on alumina
splat shapes. Two substrate materials, glass and stainless steel, were
employed. As shown in Table I, Alumina and Nickel have substantially
different properties. Compared to Nickel, Alumina is substantially more
viscous, less dense, has higher melting point temperature and higher heat of
fusion, as well as much larger specific heat.
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Fig. 10. Simulation images of the impact of two nickel particles (60 µm diameter; 48 m�s
impact velocity; initial temperature 2050°C) on a stainless steel substrate initially at a tempera-
ture of 194°C. The contact resistance below the droplets was assumed to be 5B10−7 m2 K�W.
Adapted from Ref. 26.

Figure 12 shows the predicted splat shape for the case of a 25-µm,
2260°C alumina droplet impacting normally at 105 m�s on a stainless steel
substrate initially at 25°C (Fig. 12a) and 500°C (Fig. 12b). No breakup is
predicted. The non-dimensional parameters for this case are: ReG267.5;
WeG1198; PrG6.67; and SteG2.7 (for 25°C) and 2.13 (for 500°C). Thus,
for both substrate temperatures, 1Ste�PrF1 and solidification does not
play a significant role on droplet spreading. In addition, for the given con-
ditions, Rayleigh–Taylor instability does not cause break-up. Hence, in the
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Fig. 11. Micrograph of two nickel particles deposited on a stainless steel surface at 400°C.
Adapted from Ref. 26.

case of atmospheric sprayed alumina, break-up seems to occur considerably
less that Nickel, or perhaps other metals. Pershin et al.,(45), however, report
that a minority of alumina droplets breakup when substrate is at room
temperature. Figure 13 shows an example of these breakups. The figure
suggests that the nature of this break-up is different than that for nickel;
there is no particular pattern to it or any symmetry. Presently, our model
cannot account for this behavior. We suspect that, in this case, breakup is
related to the substrate contamination, which can considerably alter contact
angle and wettability. Alumina might be more sensitive to a contamination

Fig. 12. Final shapes of a 25 µm alumina particle at 210°C above melting point following its
105 m�s impact on a stainless steel plate initially at a temperature of (a) 25°C and (b) 500°C.
Adapted from Ref. 45.
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Fig. 13. Two types of alumina splats on glass (a, b) and stainless steel (c, d) substrates at 20°C.
Adapted from Ref. 45.

than nickel. It is likely that when substrate temperature is raised, the con-
tamination evaporates, and a clean surface results. Finally, please note that,
in the absence of contact angle information, we used a constant contact
angle of 90° for all these simulations.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE NEEDS

Modeling plasma sprayed splats involves calculation of three-dimen-
sional flow and temperature fields both within the impacting droplet and
the substrate. The flow model developed by Bussmann et al.(22,23) and
extended to include heat transfer and solidification by Pasandideh-Fard et
al.(26,27) appear to predict droplet impact and solidification accurately for
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both metallic and ceramic drops. In addition, the model can simulate multi-
droplet impact and investigate their interactions. It was shown that the
major reason for splashing, under conditions typical of plasma spray, is
indeed solidification. When solidification is slow in comparison with spread-
ing time, no splashing occurs. The importance of solidification on spreading
and splashing can conveniently be measured by 1Ste�Pr; when this term is
much smaller than unity, solidification does not affect spreading.

There are a number of issues that remain unresolved and are subject
of ongoing research. These are listed below:

1. Effect of gas flow about the impacting droplet, which as shown by
Mehdi-Nejad et al.(46) could result in gas entrapment and formation
of a bubble under the impacting droplet.

2. Effect of density change due to solidification; which is the reason
for splat curl-up and residual stress. Consideration of this effect is
not straightforward as it affects the volume of fluid equation.

3. Development of a model for prediction of thermal contact resist-
ance; the results demonstrate the important effect of thermal contact
resistance on final shape of splats. Presently, thermal contact resist-
ance is assumed to be known and its value is estimated by comparing
the final splat shapes with experiments.

4. Undercooling effects: Solidification has been assumed to occur
under thermal equilibrium conditions, i.e., at droplet melting tem-
perature. The validity of this assumption depends on the heat flux
rate to the substrate. It is shown by Chae et al.(47) that undercooling
can affect the spread ratio.
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